
Note: All revisions since 8/99 SKITA are underlined

A. AVOIDING RESPONSIBILITIES
1. A player entering a division without payment $50 Payment of entry
2. A spectator entering without payment $50 Payment of entry
3. A spectator on the competition floor without a coach’s pass $25
4. A spectator entering the ring without permission $25
5. Videotaping without a required permit $50 Payment of fee
6. Check returned to tournament promoter for $25 Suspension from all league tournaments until repayment of check

insufficient funds amount, plus the fine and the fees incurred by the recipient
7. Not paying for services rendered $50 Suspension from all league tournaments until services and fines are paid
8. A player that is required and desires to be in the finals and $25 Disqualification in finals unless fine paid before their finals competition begins

doesn’t report to the statisticians table to give the required
biographical information before the eliminations end

9. Not paying a fine within thirty (30) days after being levied $100 Suspension from the league until paid
10. League tournament promoter not fulfilling any part of

their Promoter Agreement $25 Possible league suspension (Fines according to Promoter’s Agreement)

B. FALSIFICATION / DECEIT (Any act of cheating by a player will disqualify the player from that division)

1. Falsifying age $100 Possible league suspension
2. Falsifying proof of age $250 Possible league suspension
3. Falsifying weight $50
4. Bribing an official $100
5. Asking the promoter to arbitrate $25
6. Falsifying scores of players (scorekeeping - including changing 

scores, reshuffling cards or rearranging player sequence order) $100
7. Lying to a league or tournament official $50
8. Falsifying wins on a point chart $100 Possible league suspension

C. VERBAL
1. Profanity or obscene gestures (each offense) $25
2. Physical threats $50
3. Yelling at another person $25
4. Inciting physical violence $50
5. Disturbing the press $25

D. PHYSICAL (unless in self-defense)
1. Grabbing or pushing another person $50
2. Striking another person $100

E. UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT
1. Not following the directions of an official or staff member $25
2. Entering the ring or playing area without permission $25
3. Leaving the ring without bowing out $25
4. Continuing to argue after the arbitrator makes a final decision $25
5. Intentionally hitting after a call to break $25
6. Standing in front of the spectator seating, obstructing their view $25
7. Attending a league tournament while under suspension $100 Extension of suspension

F. DAMAGING / STEALING PROPERTY
1. Setting off fire alarms $100
2. Damaging facility $50 Facility restitution
3. Damaging hotel room $50 Hotel restitution
4. Destroying tournament equipment or displays $50 Replacement and / or restitution
5. Stealing tournament equipment or displays $100 Replacement and / or restitution
6. Displacing of acceptable league tournament brochures $50 Replacement and/or restitution
7. Refusing to discontinue using interfering 

communication equipment $50

APPENDIX J

OFFENSE MIN. FINE OTHER MINIMAL SANCTIONS

(√) PROCESS TO LEVY FINE(S) AND/OR SUSPENSION AT NBL TOURNAMENTS
___ 1. Fines can be levied by the executive offices and NBL arbitrators or other designated person(s) by the NBL executive office.
___ 2. Fines may be sent to the NBL for consideration or can be executed and enforced at the tournament with possible exoneration by the NBL executive offices at a 

later date depending upon circumstances.
___ 3. Fines can be levied per each and every offense.
___ 4. Depending upon severity, all fines and sanctions are subject to be increased.
___ 5. Depending upon severity, all offenses can include league suspension or non-sanction of an NBL promoter’s tournament.
___ 6. The offender should be told that a fine will be submitted to the NBL if it’s not issued at the tournament. (Not required but advisable).
___ 7. Levy of fine form (reverse side) must be filled out and a photocopy or a duplicate must be issued to the offender and one kept by the issuer.
___ 8. An original form must be submitted to the NBL within 3 days after the violation. This 3 day deadline is imperative.
___ 9. NBL will review the fine, determine its authorization, keep a photocopy and send the offender the original copy from the issuing person, the fine is to be upheld.
___10.SKITA regulates dispersement of all NBL fines that are collected and uses them for the advancement of officiating.
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Fines and Suspension



Letter Number Fine Levied Other Penalties Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

TOTAL Payable to:

This is official notification of:
a. Fines(s) and/or Penalties (√)_______  
b. Suspension(√)____. Length of Suspension: until fine paid (√)___ or until _____/_____/____. 

Unwarranted actions by an individual at our league’s tournaments or functions, subject the offending individual to possible fines, penalties and/or
suspension from further participation/admittance with our league upon the presentation of this document by an authorized individual.

Fine payment(s) must be received by the NBL executive offices within thirty (30) days from the date this letter is executed, or this fine can be paid
directly to the individual who has issued it if it has been levied at the tournament or function. Non-payment of fines, repeat offenses and/or severe
poor sportsmanship may justify league suspension (or extended suspension) either by the league executive offices or a league Rules Arbitrator. Any
action deemed unlawful according to any local or state law(s) may warrant investigation and/or arrest by the local law enforcement agency.

Due to actions prohibited by our league, the below-named individual is hereby immediately suspended / expelled from further competition, atten-
dance and participation at our league tournaments until the levied fines are paid. Yes ______   No ______

Penalized individual___________________________________  Date sent/given this notice ___/ ___/___
Address______________________________________________________________________________
City ________________________________   State _____  Country ____________  Zip______________
Tournament or function__________________________________________________________________
Offense date _____/ _____/ _____   Time ___________ am / pm Location_______________________

Sequence of events warranting fines and / or penalties: ___________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Copies to:
1. ___________________________ 4. ___________________________ 7. ___________________________
2. ___________________________ 5. ___________________________ 8. ___________________________
3. ___________________________ 6. ___________________________ 9. ___________________________

Let it further be known that non-compliance with the above mentioned league’s fines, penalties and/or suspension may result in legal
action at any time.
Non-compliance and / or non-payment of fines may result in public notice of the offender’s behavior and non-resolution if legalities
permit.

___________________________________                 ___________________________________
Authorized Signature League Name (print)

___________________________________                 ___________________________________
Autorized Person   (print name) Witness

Address:
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Levy of Fine(s) and/or Suspension


